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Campus Council to consider South Asia week features
changes for sections, clubs
array of cultural events

JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
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Campus Council's ad hoc committee on sections and clubs will present
its package of recornmendations before the full Council Wednesday.

The recommendations include
implementing a new calendar for several Greek activities (see calendar,
page 2). Under this plan, third rush
would be moved from Fall semester
to the beginning of Spring semester.
Immediately following third rush
process, in
would be a
which the choices of rushees and sections and clubs would be matched
together. This process would make
all attempts to honor the rushees' first
choice.
The recommended calendar next
schedules two days in which each
section and club would hold an event
to welcome new members. Pledging,
the cunentsystem of initiation, would
be eliminated. Following this would
bid-matchi-

ng

be two days for both new and current
members to plan activities for the new
member education period.
This education period would directly follow, spanning eight days.
The period, according to the recommendations, would be used by sections and clubs as an introduction to a
year-lon-g
process of education and
bonding.
The ad hoc committee is recommending a maximum of eight hours
for new member education; only two
consecutive hours would be allowed
per day, and activities would not be
permitted on consecutive days.
Another recommendation is for
each section or club to participate in a
philanthropic activity during this period for a maximum of four hours.
Following the education period, two
days would be scheduled in which
each section or club would hold a
closing ceremony, or formal activa- continued on page 2, coL
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Sophie Penney, Associate Dean of
Students, will resign from her position at the end of this academic year.
Penney, who has held this position
for seven years, will be pursuing a
doctoral degree at Bowling Green
University. Trie course is expected to
take three to four years and will be in
the field of higher education.
Penney cirjtainedamaster's degree.
In 1986 in student personnel Services, which is part of the larger field
of higher education. Her future field
win be very much like it, but on a
broader scale.
When asked about her plans after
completing her doctorate, Penney expressed uncertainty, but stated that
she would like to resume a career in a
small liberal arts college.
Penney, discussing her years at me
College, said. This is a wonderful
place. I've enjoyed Wooster very
much. It's very stimulating, and I will
miss it"
Penney commended the student
body and the Vnific faculty," which
she said worked well with the administration. She hopes that she has made
significant contributions to the College in her years here.
Penney also said mat the College is
looking for a replacement for her
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' Scholarship Foundation and the envi-

LISAHANNAN
Staff Writer

Other students opted to
forward the proceeds to any charity

ronment

Lori Berry, Rob Sana, and Matt
Trantum were announced Wooster's
winners of Citibank's Multi-medAdvertising Competition Wednesday.
The campus prize for the three students was 100 dollars.
The purpose of the competition was
campaign to
to create a
promote an affinity credit card. This
d
credit card is to feature a
donation, and must appeal primarily to college students.
The competition involved students
of professsorRod Korba's Mediated
Message Design class in the communications department. Berry, Sana,
and Trantum won on the campus level
and will go on to compete nationally
with eighty other schools.
At the beginning of the semester,
Korba divided the class into groups of
three. He instructed them to create
crietetevision ad, ere direct mafl package, and one printed ad.
The competition also involved
a cause that would receive one
percent of dollars spent, developing a
brand name, and incorporating the
ia

multi-med-

. .
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Dean Penney
Communications students
resigns; will
seek doctorate compete for Citibank prize
KOKKIANGOH
Staff Writer

.,

ia

cause-relate-

se-lect-ing

Citibank tagline, "Not Just visa.

Citibank Visa." Students also had the
option of using the themesongStand
by Me," which is used in Citibank's
credit card commercials.
Some examples of causes chosen
were AIDS research, the National

photo by PAUL BORDEN

organization of the card owner's
choice, in hopes of appealing to a

Paula Rkhman delivers keynote lecture concerning The Real Truth
about Rayamanas," during the various activities of South Asia week
sponsored by ISA and Cultural Events.

from "Citibank Vitality Card" to

Police investigate burglaries
in Babcock, Andrews Library

larger audience. Brand names ranged
"Enviro-Care-."

At the campus level, the winners

were decided by a composite score
with Korba, Director of College Relations Jeff Hanna, and the students of
Mediated Message Design. Judging
criteria focused on how effective the
project was as a piece of sales communication, how well it motivated its
audience, and how believable and
tasteful it was.
Berry, Sana, and Trantum chose
the environment as their cause but
developedapackage that allowed the
student to decide the organization.
The slogan, "Our generation. Our
cause. Our card" was created by
Trantum. The group worked together
about two times a week in the beginning of the semester. As the due date
approached, they met daily.
"I'm very surprised," commented
Berry on their success. Their work
has been sent on to the national competition, which will be judged by advertising and marketing professionals.
The grand prize for the national
level is 55,000 and a summer internship. The winner will be announced
on May 17.

STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
Campus Security and Wooster City
Police responded to a pair of thefts on
campus that were reported within
minutes of each other S unday evening.
The Audio Visual Department and
Babcock were the victims.
While investigating the Babcock
theft. Security and the Wooster Police
received a call from the library. The
Audio Visual Department realized
their cash box was missing its lock
and money.
Totaling$100to$150,moneyfrom
audio visual services such as microfilm printouts and videocassette copying was kept inside. The A.V. Department believes that the lock was
broken and the money stolen between 10 pjn. SaL and 2 pjn. Sun.
They also speculate that someone had
access to a key which was used to get
into the room.
A Babcock resident returned to bis

loom at approximately 8 pjn. after
checking his laundry to findnis mountain bike missing. He had left his door
closed, but unlocked. He immediately called security and searched for
the bicycle with his friends.
Though the from door of Babcock
had been locked all day, a side door,

theckjsestdoortotheresidem'sroom,

was unlocked. This door, normally
kicked, had been ajar for several days
due to warpmg of the door frame. The
dorm director filled out a work order
to fix trie door by Monday, but as of
press time, it has not been repaired.
Some Babcock resktots conceded
that the perpetrator had entered and
exited through that door as students
said they would have noticed the bike
going through the other doors. The
stairway leading to the suspected door
is infrequently used and would allow
someone to easily watch the victim's
door.
Security says the incident is under
investigation but there are no leads.
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Xi Chi Psi
lounge hit
by vandals

CAMPUS
GARTH FOWLER
Staff Writer
The College completed requirements last Call for a fund tilled "Presidential
Discretionary Fund for Faculty and Curriciilar Development and Institutional
Self renewal." This fund is granted by the William and Flora Hewlett and the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundations.
Presently valued atS2J million, the fund will yield approximately $175,000
The Foundations restrict the fund tohelping the initiation
annually by 1994-9of new programs and their development, experimentation and evaluation.
In a memo sent to the members of the faculty, Henry Copeland called for
any proposals that focus on essentials in those courses which students enroll in
most onen lo satisfy distribution requirements. These courses include improvement in mathematical and writing skills, classes geared toward LS. and
many other types of field work and practicas.
During the prelimiriary stages of the development of the fund, it was used
for special projects such as making library catalog linked computers available
to every professor.

i

FUSE M. BATES

i.j,

Assistant News Editor
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DEBBIE KING
Staff Writer
English professor Daniel Bourne was recently awarded fim prize in a poetry
coniestsponscbyThglkliwiaRevifw. The contest was held in honor of the
literary journal's fifteenth year of publication.
Bourne's winning poem "Beside the Road," along with some of his other
poems, will be published in the April issue of The Indiana Review.
Commenting on his award. Bourne said, "Although I get a lot of my work
published, it was a pleasant surprise lo have this one win the contest." He also
explained that he was surprised that it won because "there is a lot of work out
there from other writers.
Bourne has been teaching courses in fiction and poetry at the College since
the fall semester of 1988.
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President Clinton's strategy for drug enforcement suggests no major
years. It takes no steps lo correct the ineffective
change from the Reagan-Bus- h
enforcement procedures which waste millions of dollars.
The success of an Ohio welfare program that uses monetary incentives to
keep people in school is encouraging some to apply the system to other social
areas.
Many scientists fear that basic research will be neglected under Clinton's
new proposed science budget The budget proposed practical programs that
would stimulate technology and medical cures.
The government has asked General Motors to recall voluntarily 4.7 billion
dollars worth of trucks thai critics say are fire hazards.
The NAACP named Reverend Benjamin R. Chavis Jr. of Cleveland as
their new executive director.
An AIDS group in Milwaukee is charged wiih finding evidence of
intestinal parasites in the water five months ago and not telling officials.

The Xi Chi Psi lounge was vandalized early Sat inorning. At press time.
Security had not identified any suspects.
Campus Security was notified Fri.
night after white and brown paint was
found splashed on two of the letters
that adorn one of the lounge walls.
Paint also touched the couch, ping
pong table and a window.
The paint was stolen out of the
cabinets in the section lounge.
New Xi Chi Psi President Jason
Gindele declined to comment at this
time on the reaction of the section to
the incident
Security is working on the investigation in conjunction with Residential life. Some assessmentof the damage has been made, but the Physical
Plant was not available for comment.

continued fromfront page
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The Russian Central Bank has agreed with the Russian government on the
amount of credits to be released. This is seen as a sign that the nation's severe
inflation will be stopped. The btternatiorial Monetary Force also reported that
it will ease up on aid rescictions to Russia, freeing up billions of dollars.
China's leaders fear what they call an "Inforniation Revolution." Satellite
phones
dishes, fax machines, computer networks, aroldirea dial mternatk
are being installed at a very fast rate and are seen as a threat to the existing
government's control.
Adrninistration officials said that United States aircraft bombed Iraqi craft
that fired at the Arnericans as they flew a routine surveillance mission over a
zone. The Iraqis denied provoking the incident
On Good Friday Jewish and Muslim worshippers passed the holy day in
riarmorry in the streets of Jerusalem.
no-flig-

ht

National and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with infbrmation from The New YorkTunes

new members.
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XJvrnxonunendations that the
'cabtuhiuec is ifiaking include a requirement that students have a 2.0
GP.A. or higher to become a member
of a section or club. The committee is
also recommending that each section
or club adopt a similar grade point
icoiirement in order to emphasize the
importance of academics.
The ad hoc committee is also recommending changes in the constituency of the Greek Life Committee.
Under the ad hoc committee's plan,
GLC would be composed of one in
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photo by JOSHUA FAG ANS

Xi Chi Psi letter was "redecorated

by vandals early Saturday.

dependent Campus Council student
representative; two independent stu(Council rejK
k
dents; four
resentatrves, one at wmcn wouMjpe,
the IGC representative to Campus
Council; two faculty members; and
two staff members.
In addition, the ad hoc committee is
recommendeding that the charters of
sections of clubs be reviewed by GLC
and forwarded to Campus Council for
approval. Under this plan, a third of
the charters would be reviewed for
approval next year, the second third in
the 1994-9- 5 academic year, and the
final third in the 1995-9- 6 academic
year.
Inter-Gree-

A final reexxnmendation of the ad
hoc committee calls for a rusheeori- eotatiooiariv avthe FaUseooesterto

urccmreon campus. and, to
me
rusning, biudifl g. and hew
ouuinc
member education process.
Campus Council will discuss these
recommendations Wednesday at 4
run. in Lean Lecture Room. Robb
DeGraw, Campus Council Chairperson, encourages all interested campus
members to attend this meeting and
add their input on the recommendations.
A vote on the package of recommendations is scheduled for Campus
Council's April 28 meeting.

Proposed calendar of Greek events for 1993-199- 4
Third rush

S:

January 20:

The United Nations is warning that there is virtually no food left in
warehouses around Bosnia. Many fear the entire food relief program will
collapse. Also, NATO pilots were instructed to foe only as a last resort over
Bosnia. The Clinton Adrninistration urged Washington lo consider military
intervention in Bosnia, according lo an executive report
Chris Hani, Africa's most popular black militant, was gunned down in a
.
white man for his
suburb of Johannesburg. The police arrested a
murder. The suburb was described as defying most of the stereotypes and as

V

.0y

Greek recommendations to be discussed i

January 10-IINTERNATIONAL

t

Bid-matchi- ng

January 22 or 23: Wetarning of
hewmembers

January

24-2Planning of educational activities by new and current
members; proposals due Jan. 26

January

5:

Activities approved
by Director cSttidea Activities
24-2- 7:

The Potpourri

2S-Febnu-

ury

4: New mem-- l

ber education

February 4 or February 5: Closing
ceremony

The Index

SGA, SAB and Lowry
Center Director's office
are now accepting applications for the editorship
of ThePotioxtx, 1993-9- 4

Application letters are now being accepted for the
staff of the yearbook.
Positions available include: Marketing Editor, Finance Editor, Photo Editor, Section Editors over faculty,
organizations, seniors, index, people, Greeks, sports
and campus life.
Staff is also needed for layout, copy, and all of the
above.
Please submit a letter stating any past experience,
capabilities, position interested in, and any goals or
suggestions to EliseM. Bates at C--l 104. Letters are due
r.Thursdaypril 22.
1 993-9- 4

school year.
Applications are avail-

able at Lowry Center
.Director's office.
Applications are due by
Monday, April 19.

January

.
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IR Colloquium discussion
examines global problems
EMILY B. SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
Thursday evening's International
Relations Colloquium featured Aaron
Knight, Student Programs Director of
the World Federalist organization.
Knight's talk, entitled "Restructuring the United Nations for the 21st
Century: The Case for Global Governance" , was actually a "broad sketch"
of the goals and ideals of the WFA.
This organization is an educational
group which advocates "the creadon
of global institutions to address and
deal effectively with global problems"
and a federalist model of world government which "affords the most
au-tono-

my

to local levels of
government.. .not a.
Orwellian, Big Brother type of gov
top-dow- n,

ernment, but Tone that isl accountable
to the rest of the world."
Said Knight, There's got to be a
betterway of solvingproblems-.we'- re
not effectively addressing the current
situation the world is in."
Knight then expressed to the small
group assembled in Lowry 120 that "I
would like this to be a circle of intellectual discourse instead of me spouting out 'truths'".
More than a lecture, the session
with Knight was actually a lengthy
group discussion on such topics as
democracy (and other forms of government), the environment, world relations, the United Nations, and the
formation of a "world court to adjudicate disputes between nations."
For any further information, contact Tim Smith at x3837.

Human Rights Week
calendar posted

OtLBGl

CM (MA MM,
KNONDKl

has been designated Human Rights Week by the Wooster
April
4
Volunteer Network in order to educate the college community about human
rights issues. AH events are free. For more mfotinatkmonanyoftheeventscall
the Network Office at extension 2563.
19-2-

Monday
Foreign Affairs
"Human Rights: Perspectives on the Future

Jnnu uearumxtoror AmnesinicrnauwBu

-

,

7:30 pjn. Lean Lecture Hall

Taes&ay
Women s Issues
m
"International Perspectives on Reproductive Rights
Cindy Biggs, Director of Planned Parenthood of North Central Oruo
4 pjn. Lean Lecture Hall
Informal dinner with Cindy Biggs
5:45 pjn. Lowry Center

Wednesday
Children's Issues

m

Postcard Writing Campaign for a children s hospital
11 ajn.-- l pjn. Lowry Center Lobby
Salvation Army Afterschool Recreation Program
Volunteers help children with homework, play games and read stones
Lowry Lobby
"Education and Its Funding"
.
Jeanne Lenzer, founder of the National Child's Rights Alliance
7:30 pjn. U Multipurpose Room
4-5:30-

Introducing the Class of '93 Retail Financing ProgranL

pjn.

$12000).
Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under
A. Pick out a Toyota
S-deferredeal on your favorite

payment plan. C Make a
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment "fove what you do forme.
easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer

R CtoS out

Thursday
Disabled Awareness

TOYOTA

Seems

Braille Workshop
Mariene Smith, Cleveland Sight Center
1 1 ajn.-- 4 pjn. Lowry Pit

ttxlayformedetails-ThengettheToyotayouveearne- d.

Friday

. . .
.
AIDS Awareness Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Rights
Panel discussion on AIDS as a social issue, not a
Members of the Wooster AIDS Consortium and Educators from Planned
Parenthood
ll:30ajn. Lowry Pit

,

ficscsQgm

Sponsored by: Wooster Volunteer Network; Student

KAf

DcSTAWSy International; WoosuSudeno for
K Interna
Women's Resource Center. Planned Parenthood; COW .Circle
tional; Lambda Wooster, fcvery woman s

d

nwaccw

OSEflD toil! omUQJE

See your local ToyotaDealer
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Lambda Woo finds College The 'Green Bomb'
poses as Lincoln

eevirommeet 'stifling'
Wooster. Gleason explained that gay
and lesbian students expect a certain

REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor

amount of freedom and

Lambda Wooster is an organization on campus that is often misun-

derstood and misrepresented Assistant Feature Editor Rebecca DeWine
had the opportunity to spend some
Jason Cleason
time with
to gain more insight into the organiCo-direc- tor

zation.
Lambda Wooster is a group of lesbian, gay and bisexual students erf the
College and citizens of Wooster. Senior Jason Gleason, who
the organization with Elinor Corbura.
said the group currently has about 25
members on the mailing list, with
approximately 10 who regularly attend meetings.
Since Lambda originated in 1964.
it has had an "up and down" life.
Gleason said that the group fell apart
in the early '80s, but "got going again"
around the time when he came to
Wooster in 1989.
Lambda "exists for gays and lesbians." rather than serving primarily to
promote awareness of gay and lesbian issues to the campus, Gleason
co-dire- cts

said. The meetings provide an

oppurtunity for the members to "hang
out. to share support." Gleason said.
He said the organization is "not necessarily a support group." however.
The meetings are "social time."
According to Gleason, the group is
necessary.because the College is "not
a very welcoming place" for lesbians
and gays. He said that many members
have expressed disappointment with
the unwelcoming environment of

open-mindne- ss

upon entering college; they
expect an end to the hostility they felt
in high school Gleason said that for
many, the expectations are not met at

Wooster. He said that although
Wooster is "better" than many colleges in this respect, "the general atmosphere on campus is soiling."
Based on his perception that the
atmosphere of the College ofWooster
is "closed," Gleason speculated that

"A lot of people at Wooster are
closeted. They feel more comfortable
telling a few people, closer friends.
They do not want to be labeledJo
take on this stigma."
Lambda Wooster is an alternative
to this stifling environment. Said
Gleason, "Lambda tries to provide a
space on campus., but it goes deeper
than thai. The feeling of being stigmatized is not easy to fix."
Gleason suggested that the problem is not easy to fix because of the
underlying nature of the stigma.
Gleason said that although students at
Wooster are taught that it is"notalright
to stand up and say, 'I hate gay people,'
it doesn't mean attitudes go away."
Because of these subtle anti-ga- y
arrirndes. Gleason said the
which occurs on campus is "more
covert," than in other places. He mentioned si gns in bathrooms stalls "Save
Wooster. Kill a fag" as example. He
also referred to the Lambda ads wh ich
were consistently torn out of Potpourri for two years. Lambda does not
currently run ads in the Pol
Gleason speculated that the under
gay-bashi- ng

ground nature ofWooster's
is a result of the
of
Wooster as well as Lambda's low
visibility. He suggested that groups
with a higher visibility are often subject to more overt attacks.

Despite Gleason's claim that
lambda is "for gays and lesbians" the

group does bring many voices from
around the country to the campus.
Lambda's most recent visitor to the
College of Wooster was Janie Spahr,
a Presbyterian minister, who is striving for equal rights for homosexuals
within the Church. Past speakers in-ude Karen Thomson, author of Why
Can' t Sharon KowalsJd Come Home ?
The controversial book is a true account of her denial of custody rights
when her lover was hospitalized after
an accident.
Lambda also helped to bring Buck
Harris of the Ohio Department of
Health to campus to speak about
AIDS. Lambda s active involvement
in campus reaches farther than bringing in guest speakers. The group was
also a vital part of the committee
formed to bring pieces of the AIDS
quilt to Wooster. Last year, members
of Lambda joined other students and
administration of the college, along
with citizens of the town to see part of
the AIDS quilt, which was hung in
McGaw. Many also journeyed to
Washington last fall to see the quilt
displayed in its entirety.
Currently, the group is planning a
trip to Washington D.C for the 1993
March on Washington for Lesbian,
Gay and Bisexual Equal Rights and
Liberation. Gleason said the event
expects 1 million people.
cl

Plenty of power behind Wooster
ZACHVEILLEUX
Staff Writer

For most people, the smokestack at
the far end of the stadium is taken for
granted. Sure,overLowry lunch some
have joked about someday climbing
it, or made the occasional comment
regarding the stream of black smoke
that it is constantly emitting. YeL,
most people don't consider its function in their daily lives.
We all owe the greater part of our
personal comfort to that smokestack.
It is responsible for keeping us warm
in the winter, making sure our showers are at just the right temperature
and keeping our computers running
to make writing papers easier. The
plam underneath that smokestack generates the steam that is used to beat
buildings all across campus.
Every day, the Wesringhouse Power
Plant bums coal to generate the steam
that is used to heat all of the buildings
on campus, and now produces some
electricity as welL This building was
not Woceter's orginal power plant,
however. Wooster's first power plant
was located in the center of campus,
near where McGaw sits today. (If you

look around the grounds near McGaw
you can still see black deposits from
where trucks used to bring the coal to
that site.) This new plant was built in
1939 at the edge of campus.
On the average cold, wintry day,
the plant makes 680.000 lbs. of steam.
A few years back, it would generate as
much as 1 million lbs., using 45 tons
of coal. The plant also has a gas turbine that they is used for emergencies
and to produce auxiliary electricity in
the summer.
It's a noisy building filled with

strange whines and disconcerting

clanging noises, and the quiet roar of
a hot flame. Flashing lights and dials
dominate large panels on the build-m- g.
To the untrained eye, its a confusing mess of hot, greasy machinery at
the foot of a large brick cylinder. But
its function is one that we depend on
daily.
Mel Cormany, Power Plant Supervisor, and his staffof five are responsible for all operations of the power
plant around the clock. While students arc sleepmg or m class, they are
in charge of making sure that the fire,
which can be as hot as 2200 F, bums
safely and that everything in the plant

TT

gay-bashi- ng

PC-amtu- de

runs smoothly. Some of the equipment in that building, Cormany said,
is still functioning as it has been
more or less without incident since
1939.
It is true, however, that a majority
of the college's power needs are met
by Ohio Power, which sells electricity directly to the College Plant, where
all power is redistributed. Yet the
power that the plant is able to produce
itself is considerably less expensive
than the energy it purchases from
Ohio power.
Besides coordinating and distributing the energy needs for the colkge, a
g
signal is located in the
building to help keep all clocks and
bells all over campus on a similar
schedule (irteoreticaDy .) Mr. Cormany
says that contrary to the popular rumor, no power surges that might be
damaging to electronic equipment are
purposefully added.
Most students have never ventured
into the plant, and even President
Copeland has not gotten around to
accepting his IS year invitation to
visit the building, tut Mr. Cormany is
always eager to show the compact
maze of machinery inWoosier'splant.
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LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
Some students may have noticed a yellow and black "bumble bee looking"
bike riding around campus lately. Most recently the bike, affectionately called
"the Green Bomb" by its owner, showed up posing as a statue of Lincoln.
The owner, who wishes to remain anonymous, says that he bought the bike
d
it
at a garage sale for one dollar over the summer. He orginally
green (thus the name "the Green Bomb"), but hated the color so he repainted
it yellow and black.
The Bomb, which is missing a pedal and is held together with duct tape and
super glue, had been the owners favorite mode of transportation until it suffered
a flat tire last week on the way to the library.
"I just left it at the library because I couldn't get it home," the owner said.
Then it just showed up on the Lincoln pedestal"
Currently the Lincoln statue is temporarily in storage on campus and the
Green Bomb is being held by security.
spray-painte-

clock-timin-

Story ideas? News tips?
Give us a call at
or drop us a note in campus box 3 1 87
x-25- 98

(216-263-259-

8)
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What do you do with a major in . . . ?

History
Director of a nursing schooL Research analyst in
the Library of Congress. Minister. Book critic for
Newsday magazine. Computer consultant. Economist for the J&. Department of Defense. Clinical
psychologist Professional football player.
what do these random occupations have in common? Every single one is a wooster graduate who
majored in history. ( In case you're interested, the
football player is Blake Moore, previously a center
for the Cincinnati Bengals and now an attorney on the
West Coast) Taken from a 1985 survey of history
alums who graduated between 1948 and 1984, these
diverse occupations are just a taste of the endless
opportunities open to history majors at Wooster.
Here's just a few specific examples from the survey
that catch the eye: Sidney Hastings, photojournalist
for the National Geographic Society; Irene Korsak,
legal assistant administrator for Baker and Hosteller
in Washington, D.C ; Edward FurgoL curator at the
Department of the Navy. Their only apparent similarity is that they received a Wooster history degree
within the last fifteen years.
So what does it take to get a history degree?
"The general knowledge of the world and skills in
writing, reading and research are what's central,''
History prof essor and chair of the department John
HondrossakL With these abilities, students can enter
almost any specialized field they choose.
According to the survey, only nine percent of the
graduates became high school teachers, the most
commonly assumed profession for a history major.
Most went into business, health and social services.

and law. In the recent past academic positions for
those with PhDs were very scarce, but opportunities
are expected to get better.
The job market is still tight" Hondros said. "You
major in what you're interested in, whether it leads to
a job or not If you have the skills, you'll be prepared
to adapt"
Not only do history majors seem willing to adapt but

also loexplore their cippcrturiities, often initially through
their senior LS. projects. Senior Jennifer Druliner
studied West German historians' interpretations of
WWII and now plans to study overseas as a result
When asked her reasons for becoming a history major,
Druliner said she was very impressed with the strength
of the department
Senior Amy Magnotto had a similar reaction.
"I found it to be the most exciting department"
Magnotto said. "But also I was looking for an education ma very traditional sense. I like a really structured
class, and I found the way they taught met my needs."
Magnotto said she caught the history bug her first
year at Wooster, after taking a class taught by former
Wooster history professor Dr. WrobeL Since then, her
experiences as a research assistant and with her senior
thesis have increased her confidence in the future.
Hoping to go into historic preservation, Magnotto said
her major makes her "very trainable."
"I don't feel like I'm trained to do anything but be
trained," she laughed.
Hondros said this variety of opportunities after
graduation is a benefit of the liberal education at
Wooster.
"Wedon'ttrain people for a profession or a job," he
said. "We try to give them a good understanding of
their culture and others."

Earn $2,000 monthworkl
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.)

Where?

Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available.

Tonight 10 pjn. - 2 amJ

No experience necessary.
For employment program call

ext C5562

1-206-63-

ELIZABETH PUTERBAUGH
Staff Writer

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING

4-0468

Trie

The Underground
When?
Cost?
$.75
Little sibs are invited
from 10 -- 11p.m.!

Ninth Annual Formal Weekend,

Resurrection...
Pr etude to the Future

TFvc
JL

Formal Dance Saturday, April 17, 1993
at 9pm in the Lowry Center Ballroom
(formal attire requested)
Featuring photos by Agape Studios
Sunday, April 18
at 12pm in Kate House

Annual Picnic

All events are free and open to the Public
Photo prices vary

Sponsored by The Men of Karambee

THE OATS & CRAMDELL HOUSE
proudly present

TOMORROW NIGHT, APRIL 17
O BECKS FAMILY CAMPGROUND
8375 Friendsville Road, Wooster, Ohio
O Proper I.D. Required O
O Featuring: 3 Funky Live Bands
and much more
O Free Campina
Transportation pick up at comer of Pearl and College

B10.00 in advance

For recycling purposes please bring your own cup

$12.00 day of event

i
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You're goingwhere? Can'tyou President Lowry is rolling
go somewhere normal?"
over in his grave
"Every record has been
are cxnditioris under which
differences do not lead to destroyed or falsified, every book has been rewriwar.
Discovering what these
tten every pkftire has been
box officially confirming
conditions are, and how to repainted, every statue and
that I'll be spending next
help bring them about, is street and building has been
sernester in the Czech Reone of the most important . renamed, every date has
public.
been altered. Arid the prothings people can try to da
This is excellent timing,
as I feel I'll be leaving my
If this seems remote from cess is continuing day by
the United States, think of day and minute by minute.
home country in relatively
Los Angeles: What kind of History has stopped. Nothgood hands compared to
ing exists except an endconditions will prevail there
past years. While Clinton
Cohamnist
when the jury announces its less present in which the
and his appointees are not I
Party is always right" So
verdict? No one yet knows.
perfect, I trunk there are
People who don't think I'm crazy for wrote George Orwell in his book 984.
more brain cells and benevolent ingoing to an "unstable" part of the Fiction to Orwell, this description,
tentions in the While House now than
world (which, aside from Bosnia, is however, is not at all alien in illustratat any time within my memory.
Change, however, has come to the
probably ing a major problem in academia.
Now, I realize that essentially evsafer than
Czechs on a larger scale. Although I
there
any large eryone has heard the debate over ponever cared much for my own govmore brain cells American litical cxYTectness. After spending
ernment from the time I became interested in politics until this year, and I
benevolent city) think four years at Wooster, though, I have
seen a significant effort by this
feared the damage it might do to the
intentions in the it'scrazyto not
campus to change this Orwellian
country, I didn't fear for myself
I do recognize that P.C
White House
myself to
I didn "t think Reagan or B ush
may
an
academic
fad. There have
be
would make me spend years of my
now than any
been similar trends before.
life in jail for disagreeing with them,
time within my standard of
During the 1950's, Wooster conas the former Czechoskjvakian govfronted the "Red Scare," Wooster,
living.
ernment did to Vaclav Havel before
memory.
the derrKxratic revolution he led in
Mavbe like many campuses, was ordered to
I'Dfeeldif-- remove books, such as Das Kapital
1989.
Nor did I fear being forced to work ferendy when I start to miss Lowry and the Communist Manifesto, from
library shelves. Marxist economics
at sicilting coal, as Jin Dienstbter was food, but I think learning something
before becoming the Czechoskrva-kia- n about what the vast majority of the were a forbidden topic in K autre,
Howard Lowry, Wooster's presiForeign Minister during Havel's world's population who are worse off
dent, however, sternly rebuked all
presidency. It's a thrill to travel to a materially than the Ajnerican middle
these demands. He defended not only
country that has experienced such a class go through will be a positive
the curriculum, but also those profes
experience. If George Bush had done
dramatic transf carnation so recently.
this, he might have cared more about sors who were viewed as unpopular.
Some people ask whether I'm afraid
In his memoirs, Lowry insisted
of getting caught in a civil war in the poor. For someone who shows so
education means that you take all
little imagination, empathy must be
Eastern Europe. Not really, in a coundata into account" That was then.
try that changed its enure form of developed the hard way.
this is now.
My main regret about going overgovernment and then split itself in
Suppression of unpopular ideas has
seas is this: How will I survive a
half without spilling blood.
frequently been the norm. Would
Serbs, Croats, and Bosnian Muswhole semester without a New York
someone explain to me and PresiTimes or even, sliding down several
lims are no further apart ethnically
dent Lowry if he is listening the
than Czechs and Slovaks, yet the journalistic notches, a Columbus
difference between eradicating Marxformer are killing each other, while
If VS. officials do something
ism from economics during the 50s
the lanvT confine their conflicts to the stupid while I'm gone, hardly
in any adniiiustrauon, I may not and the 1992 Handbook of Selected
occasional exchange ofheaxed words.
College Policies declaring that "bi
Within asingleregionofthew arid.
be aware of it to say anything. That's
an example of deadly violence is bal - a b annoying, but a powerful moo- - ased cornmen ts...are totally unaccept- able in any dimension of campus life"?
vat
anced against a counterexample or vaOQtokrntotrarislaieCzechnewsOn this unusually cheer-

andPresidentLowry the difference between the move-meof banning unpopular
pacifist coherences on campus during the 50s, which
Lowry overruled, and the
1992Sco(sKey tenetwhich
does not tolerate"intimidat-in- g
marches or parades"?
Diversity of data has been
replaced by diversity of skin

On
the
right

ful Monday morning, I
found a letter in my mail-

Diversity

of data has
been

replaced by
diversity

at-mosph-ere.

un-like-

'Afyixzaily, then, ttaece

fgjTernirii'iry.

.

a

ly

Wculd xnecee expesa lonrjrjea.

of

skin color

at

Dis-patc- hl

1990s. Literature is selected

for classes, not by the quality or importance, but rather by fitting
into race and gender guidelines. I

and

subject

color and gender in the

Columnist

are

per-sonal- ly.

m

and gender
inthel990fs.

believe President Lowry
would be glad
to see Wooster
students read-

ing

Alice

Walker, however, I would
expect that he

be

would

shocked to
learn thatastu-de-

nt

could

graduate from
Wooster without reading a passage of
Shakespeare.
I have found that P.C has taken a
larger toll on education than the "Red
Scare." The search for
un-Ameri-

can

activities did not restructure and
euphonize the English language to
nearly the degree that P.C has damaged our heritage in the English language.
The major difference between the
1950s and 1993 on the Wooster campus remains thatPresidentLowry recognized the importance of defending
all ideas of the spectrum. President
Lowry realized that the very essence
of education remains to challenge students to engage in an open forum of
all beliefs. And it is difficult for me to
state that our freshmen
first year
forums are all that encompassing.
I'm sorry President Lowry. Your
legacy and spirit at Wooster has been

i'riTiaWMMhHM
C

-

afc...

a

'
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Wormsonthesidewalk

The evi of absolutist theory

Meditations on Wooster
If you're not involved
in intramural Softball (and
don't have a medical excuse) then stop reading.
You will have no interest
in this column because you
have no involvement in
I
the College.
The gossip line says
e
band
look for a
to play Party on the Green
fulfil
next fall.
vis
never
If you have
ited Miller's Pond (just
edge of campus)
off the north-we- st
student
than you must be a first-yeDay or night, it is the prettiest and
most relaxing spot in wooster, debig-nam-

Editor-in-chi- ef

ar

spite the "No Trespassing" signs

posted on every tree.
It's too bad Springfest is scheduled on the same night as four formals
(three Greek groups and Harambee,
all on SaL). I m sure it will still be a
success nonetheless (I'll ask Alphine
Jefferson on Monday I'm sure he'll
make it back to campus for the event).
I'm sure everyone noticed the
obvious change in the seniors after
they turned in I.S. It was inevitable
that their academic careers would
cease toexist after the parade of drunkenness on March 22. What I didn't
expect was that they would slide to an
even lower level of apathy after orals.
I'm really looking forward to doing ,
- me same vnng.
I'm kind of disappointed that
Prof. Eric Metcalf won't be returning
to the communications department.
He's one of the better professors on
campus, and on top of that, he's personable. Just the other day I saw him

-

--

It seems like wherever I go these
days I am bombarded with various
types of absolutist theory. Many intelligent, thoughtful people I know
have immersed themselves in some
sort of theory that presumes to explain
more than is possible. I find this
extremely irritating. Theory can be
useful and it can help people understand a great deal, but not when it is
perverted into a form that tries to
explain the make all, end all aspect of
some sort of prtenornenon. Before I
continue with this senseless diatribe,
let me first explain what I mean by
"theory." Absolutist theory is some
sort of idea or notion about a particular subject expressed in a manner that
tries to account for all aspects of that
topic. Here is an example.
In my own particular field of interest history (sigh chumiliation),some
friends of mine would have me believe all major historical events are a
direct result of economics and little
else. That is, everything of importance occurring in history is a conse-quenof economic conditions faced
by the individuals or groups responsible for activities deemed important
over time. This is clearly absurd.
There have been many situations in
the past where the determining components were not solely economic or
subordinate to economics. Yet, some
people clinglo vulgar economic theory
as a universal truth and will justify it
to ridiculously unsupportable ends.
This, to me, is corrupted theory overstepping its rational bounds. Unfortunately, it does not stop there.
Iwasrecentlyspeakingwimafriend
of mine from the D.C area who is

finishing up a round of golf
with three students. I am
sure that the majority of majors will miss his presence.
Here'safew words from
my prospective student, who
is dealing with the late Thurs1
day night antics of the Voice
office:
"As a prospective student
I really didn't know what to
expect. I mean I had no clue
where Wooster was and if it
Once I saw the
was co-ecityofW coster, my feelings changed.
Also with women, the school suddenly became an instant favorite. I
have met some interesting people including Jason Gindele, Dave Hindle,
Kevin Goheen, and three bodacious
women. I was able to attend one
d.

hip-hoppi-

ng

party this evening at
Armington and then went to the Underground. I also was able to learn
rim almost every drug that you ever
wanted is available, so this is pretty
convenient for some of you. Wooster' s
new Sl Ides malts liquor seems to be
around, even though I have no clue
where you could get that Actually, I
could ask Dave 'Good Example for
Prospective Students' Hindle. This
was enticing, even though the band
was quite bad. Even though I have
been here only one night I already
think that Wooster could be the place
formed Since I am a tennis recruit, I
met Hayden Schilling, who is very
friendly and made me feel right at
home. Good luck to the men's tennis
team today against Wright State."
Another sucker.
Remember the Alamo.

ce

LetiEMS

Journalism, intelligence, and responsibility
How disappointed I was Friday after reading James Parry's "All the
d
drugs, a lack of Constitulives." The
tional rights: Boo-bo- o
Wooster Voice is in a very fortunate
position, that being the primary journalistic source of campus news. Having this prized position, it behooves
the Voice to take the responsibility to
ensure that it exercises the highest
possible journalistic expertise. The
Letter to the Editor by James Parry is
themostdisgracefuliirili7arkwofthis
privilege. The letter was devoid of
bothsubstamrvrargumentation,raiher
and incompilation of
telligence.
James letter opened with what appeared to be a frustrated exclamation
over the increasing price of drugs on
campus. No! Wait! This was a rather
juvenile attempt at humor. Sorry
high-price-

non-sequitu- rs,

James,butImissedU.Dcn'tqukyour
dayjob.

mawkish eulogy of the editor's dead
grandfather' as a infringement upon
freedom of the press. One column in
a newspaper is not significant in restricting free press laws. Come on
Jimmy, show a little class and intelligence.
I hold James Parry as well as The
Wooster Voice accountable for this
infantile, stereotypically commi-li- b,
asinine waste of journalistic space.
Reading the statement of purpose,
found beneath the list of the Voice's
staff, one finds that "The Voice staff
reserves the right to hold or edit any
letter which it receives." Why was
Jimmy Parry's letter not edited? Even
more puzzling . . . why was Jimmy's
letter rex rield from publication? There
are journalistic standards, why were
they not followed? Que phone!

The most substantive section of
James letter was on the status, or
rather the claimed restriction of Constitutional Rights on campus. (Smell
that. Yep! That's sarcasm!) In addressing Freedom of Speech, Association, and Press his most impressive
accomplishment of this section was
that he spelled both ASSOCIATION
and EULOGY correctly: no, I take
that back, his computer probably corrected the spelling for him. Disap- -'
pointing was that the letter neither
presented any arguments nor cited
any significant examples. For example, freedom of speech is infringed
upon by the politically correct nature
of the campus, but if one makes this
argument one should point out examples to illustrate one's point, some-thin- g
James seems to ravecrriooked.
Put up or shut up James.
Especially frustrating was his citing a whole column last fall to a

BENJAMIN F. GARNER, IV

junior

NOTE: Letters can not exceed 300 words and must be received by 5 pm. on the Tuesday prior to
and
Friday's issue to be considered for publication. Letters must be typed and double-space- d
aaaress.
name
ana
must contain the water spill
ir- O'
, 4r i .t
t
-

.
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convinced there
is a truly "cor-

rect" way to
raise children.
She went on
about how itwas
merely a ques-tkof matching
the correct Behavioral, Freudian, andHuman-i- st
m

ideologies,
with other as
pects of psycho-

1

There are few things I find as entertaining and enraging as listening to
would-b- e
parlor philosophers ramble
about their cosmology, going on right
and left about how all things stem
from this cause or this drive, etc I
love asking them the wonderful question: "How do you know this 0 try to
clearly emphasize the word 'kncV)?"
I love watching them give a
explanation using their own
theory as the main justification for
their argument, not having the
-based
fortitude to say, "I'm not
really sure" or "I could be wrong."
I guess the real reason absolutist
theory irks me is because the people
who cling to their various notions as
"true" seem to become intolerant of
other ratio
long-wind- ed

fM
Columnist

reason-

logical study, to the situation a parent
is in with his or her child. When I
asked her if it was possible she could
have a situation with her future child
which did not conveniently correspond with the vari
nal possous theories of child
people who cling to
raising she became
ibilities.
They seem
defensive. She ar- their various notions
to deny anygued no such situaseem to
thing that
tion existed, that the
other doesn't fit
detection of such a become intolerant
nicely with
situation was simply rational possibilities.
the theory
a misinterpretation
governing
and
problem
of the
their view on whatever topic is being
that psychology had all the answers.
discussed. Perhaps this is some sort
This strikes me as total nonsense.
Thecry.manydiscipline.is only meant of insecurity of the intellect found
among those people incapable of dealto articulate possibilities. This includes not only human behavior and ing with an uncertain existence. Hopefully this possibly terminal illness of
historical events, but also interpretations of the nature of the universe and the mind is actually limited to a few
misguided people around the country
corporal reality. How can anyone
dare to say they know, through the and perhaps only half of the students
accepted ideas of any given topic of at St. John s College. Oiherwisedras-ti- c
action will be called for and I'll
discussion, the fundamental aspects
of anything in all cases. It doesn't have to find those blueprints for the
camps lost somewhere
make sense. And yet absolutist theory
in my room.
appears everywhere I look.

as "true"

of

.

re-educa- tion

Keep focus on intent of courses;
uniqueness is important
As I settled into my usual seat in the
back of my Black Studies class last
week, I was ready. The topic? Black
women. No problem. I had read my
assigned reading and was ready to
hear further words of wisdom from
my Prof, and the TA. Ida B. Wells,
Sojouner Truth, Harriet Tubman,

Phillis Wheatley, bring it all on tell
me the straggle of the black women in
America and make it good. We had
on day to get this "herstory" in and I
was ready to learn.
Early in our discussion the subject
turned to breeding of slaves, and
This
led to a classroom conflict ijetween--,
female rights activists and a male on
the subject of "what is rape" and
whether or not it is an act of "violence" (if that topic is even deba&ble,
please let me know).
For the rest of the class, the subject
was not black women and how their
experience is unique, but rather, vari-otopics: commercials during soap
con-sequentlyrape.Amajorm-

istake.

operas, female stereotypes, and the
like. Hence, for all the efforts of the
TA the professor, and yes, myself,
the subject of Afrccentrically based
women's herstory went out the door.
I shut my book and academically
closed down. Black Studies 101 had
turned into Women's Studies 101.
Ttepcwtbemg that too many times
at Wooster in our socially interactive,
diverse, ultra sensitive environment,
we loose touch with the original intent
of what we are supposed to be studying. No matter what the subject:
women, men, blacks, whites, or religion, they all have several different
sides. When we assume that the
struggle of all women or men are the
same, or have always been the same,
particularly in a Black Studies class,
we arewrong.Furthermore.we missed
out on an important part ofrierstory by
forgetting that uniqueness. I wonder
if Fin the only one who feels cheated?

us

A. MILES SIMMONS

I
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Orchestra to feature flute soloist Lloyd

New album classified as
'a sort of Joshua Tree'

SHAWN PERRY

A&EEditor

Depeche Mode: Songs of Faith and Devotion

The Wooster Symphony Orches-

tra, under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg. will pa form its final concert of the 1992-9- 3 season this Sunday evening. April 18, beginning at
8:15 pjn. Featured with the Orchesflautist
tra will be
Peter Lloyd as the guest soloist on
"CbncertoNo. 1 far Flute and Strings,

KOKKIANGOH
Staff Writer
-

world-renown- ed

Afriend called me up the other day on the VAX and in a less than subtle
manner informed me that his newly acquired Sting album made up for all
those years of musical misery. He also asked me what the new Depeche
Mode alburn was like, I hadn't yet heard it then, so of course I couldn't
really say , but I told him that. whenever I did hear it, 1 would say. that it was
Tl
jt
1
11
L
'
Druuam. lnciocraaiiy, i aosGunea mm mouxxung wc ouiig tuuuuu
I have since beard Songs of Fatih and Devotion, and true to my words,
I did send him a letter saymz that the album is indeed brilliant, and more.
I suppose one could consider this bias, and I won't tell you otherwise, but
this band has for years now given me the welcome reason to oe Diasea
against the crappy stun.
The 101 tour in 1988 set it all up, and the Violator album in a sense
brought Depeche Mode from being underground favorites in Britain and
Europe to us present status in America as the group
nidi 1 perhaps had
mags have
better know about" Critics in American
labeled the new album a sort of Joshua Tree.
These are critics who had in all probabufy rot beard of Depeche Mode
until they squirmed to the airplay of 'Persorial Jesus' on sorne interstate or
other. Could they possibly have realized that maybe the band does not
want to have a Joshua Tree album, considering that that was the album
which signified the beginning of U2's demise from being a really rarher
good band to bong the mediocre supergroup it is now
'I Feel You, the first track from the alburn, greets the listener with a
barrage of screeches. It then continues with a pounding bass line, Dave
Gahan's signature vocals, and, "good heavens' say the

I

Op. 45," by composer Malcolm

1

Arnold. Tickets are 55.00 for general
vifonr and are free to Wooster
students.
Lloyd has held prominent positions
with the London Symphony and the
BBC Philharmonic and Halle Orchestras. He has also studied with such

masters as

Jean-Pier- re

Rampal,

Geoffrey Gilbert and Marcel Moyse.
His numerous recordings include performances in the scores for several
films, includmgtheStarWars, Superman and Indiana Jones series. He is
currently the professor of flute at a
Indiana University School of Music
In addioon to Lloyd's solo performance on "Conceflo No. 1 for Flute
and Strings," the program will also
feature Dmitri Shostakovich's classic
Symphony No. 5 in D Minor, Op

3.
Peter Lloyd win perform as soloist In "Concerto No. 1 for Flute and
Strings, Op. 45" with Wooster Sym phony Orchestra.
Horn), Amy Reese (French Horn),
performance for the graduating seSean Grindall (tuba), and Kelley
niors of this year's Wooster Sym-

phony Orchestra: Cara Johnson (bassoon). Kate Anderson (bassoon), Jean
Lackamp (violin), Laura Pass (viola),
Alexis Sparks (cello). Erika Fischer
(flute). Jennifer Sherwood (French

Howell (percussion).
The concert is sponsored by the
Wornen'sCornrnitieefor the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra and the Cultural Events Committee

r

rvi
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A&EEditor
A & M recording artist David
Wilcox will bring his unique blend of
singing, songwriiing, and guitar playing to the Wayne College auditorium,
in Orville, on Tuesday, April 20 beginning at 8 p jn.
Known for his passionate lyrics
and intricate guitar work, Wilcox has
recorded three albums: TheNightshtft
Watchman (9XT)HowDidYouFind
Me Here (1989). and Home Again
(1991).
He has performed with many of
today's popular acoustic performers
including The Indigo Girls,
Vega, and

Shawn Colvin.

1

M recording artist David WDcox.

photo provided by Wayne College

"

anne

Acoustic Guitar

Magazine notes that Wilcox "evokes
that
a lineage of
started in the 70's with artists like
James Taylor, Joni Mitchell, and Paul
Simon" and claims that "the resemblance between Wilcox's silky voice"
and that of a young James Taylor "is
uncanny."
Tickets for the concert will be available at the Wayne College Bookstore
for $10 in advance and SI 2.50 the
night of the show. For more information, call Wayne College at (216)
singer-songwrite-

683-201-

0

orl

-8-

00-221-8308.

rs

ve

enrxs, guitars!

begins with:
titled 'Walking in My Shoes'
you about the dungs they put me through
.But the Lord himself would blush

The second track

1 would tell

.

Pure and unadulterated Martin Gore. His lyrics are definitely a focal
point of the album, and they're the best I've heard for some time, even on
Mode songs. Harking back to the Some Great Reward sJbum,whm. Dave
sings:

don't want to start any blasphemous rumours
But I think that God has a side sense of humour
and when I die 1 expect to find him laughing

On 'One Caress,' amidst a startling string section:
Tm shying from the light
Tve always loved the night
And now you offer me eternal darkness

SHAWN PERRY

Mary-ChapmCarpenter.Suz-

A &

ve

pseudo-alternati-

photo provided by NEWS SERVICES

Wayne College presents recording artist Wilcox
I

,

pseudo-alternati-

47," and Marianne Marlines

"Sinfonia in C Major."
Ahhough she is a contemporary of
other more prominent male compos-e-n
ofher day. including WA Mozart,
Marlines is one ofa great many women
composers of the classical period
whose works have been overlooked
today even though they were well
received in their time.
This concert also marks the final

RECORD REVIEW

Pure Mode.
Beautiful, as stark and depressing as ever. Angst-riddeMy friend Sarah says she doesn't like Morrisey because of his "construction of angs." I'm not even going to begin debating that in this case but
either way. hell, I like iL Maybe because I can row listen to a love song
which doesn't go, "Rush rush, hurry hurry, come to me."
Lyrics aside, this is musically the best Depeche Mode album ever, if not
the most ambitious. Blasted from all sides for being a synth band, this is
perhaps the album which serves to answer those questions, if there ever
though
was need for an answer. Still predominantly a synthesizer band
guitars were used as far back as the 'Pleasure Little Treasure' period
they play a much bigger role here. Live drums also pervade on this album
replacing their dependency on the drum machine on many tracks.
Apparently, aside from being the best keyboardist ever, Alan Wilder
does in fact hit those drums rather well. Also, the use of a string section
vocals make this their most diverse album. This is obvious
and choir-typ- e
even in the structure of songs such as 'Corxlernnation' of which I can only
describe as Southern choral, bluesy even.
Contrary to what has frequently been said, I really don't mink this album
will sell enough to be classified as zJoshua Tree. There isn't any song here
which might have the mass appeal of, say. 'Enjoy the Silence,' and none
which has the grinding distinctiveness of 'Personal Jesus.'
I think that a lot of sales will be the result of momentum from the
popularity of Violator. Also, it fails to be included in any of the buzzwords
circulating around right now, like "Grunge," a fate which has bedeviled
many a Seattle (or anywhere else, for that matter) band.
I am rather distressed, for my words hardly do this album justice, and I
wish that the music would float into the air as you open this pagebut it will
not This is in essence another phenomenal Mode album, in this sense very
much like the rest of them, and it will do what it is supposed to do, that is
in awe until and way after the next Depeche Mode
to keep me wide-eyalbum.
J)
2
n.

ed
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Little Sibs and Springfest treated to the Sidemen
SHAWN FERRY

A&EEditor

Looking for something different to
take your Little Sib to this weekend?
Or perhaps you are one of the unlucky
few (yeah right) who don't have the
privilege of playing host to little S usie
or Johnny? Well then, in either case
you might want to make a visit to the
Underground to catch one of the hottest new blues bands on the circuit
The Sidemen will perform their
special blend of funky rock and roll
and pure rootsy blues beginning at 10

pjn.

e
Based in Toronto, this
band has been making waves in the
music business with their hugely successful Canadian tour and the fine
critical and commercial success of
their self tided,
debut
which has been a consistent entry on
alternative and blues charts across the
country.
The group's sound is unique in
Usability to slide easily from electric
to acoustic blues, all the while
the high energy they are known
for at each and every performance.
Their heartfelt committal and soulful
dedication to the music makes them a
worthy successono the likes ofMuddy
Waters and Johnny Winters, two important influences for the band.
Unlike many other bands who begin to hit it big in the business, the
four-piec-

self-produc-

ed

main-tami-

ng

Sidemen are unwilling to conform to
the eccentricities that usually come
with letting success get .to their heads.
There's no star in this band," says
singer and harpistPaul Reddick. What
makes the band what it is is the fact
that "we get a lot of pleasure out of
playing with each other."

Friday, April 16

L'lL SIBS WEEKEND BEGINS!
800 pm, video. Luce
room

Ferneully: The Last Rainforest
(enjoy snacks and fun with your
sibs at this movie! Listen for the
voices ofltobinWilliarnsand Chris
tian Slater in this story of a forest's
fragile inhabitants who are endan
gered by the forces of destruction
and ignorance)
The Sidemen Blues Band will be
performing in The Underground!
1U:UU pm- am, . 73. bibs are
invited to attend from lO.W

Indeed, the members of the
Sidemen, who also include guitarist
and vocalist Kyle Ferguson, bassist
Greg Marshak and drummer Vince
Maccarone, must really enjoy what
they do given the extensive touring
they have done in promoting themselves since the group's inception in
August of 1990.
In addition to spending the summer of '92 on an extensive Canadian
tour, the band also played at the
Harbourfront's Soul and Blues Festival and Southern Comfort's Discover
the Blues Festival in their native
Toronto.as well as the South by Sounv-weConference in Austin, Texas.
They have also landed prestigious
gigs in support of other blues luminaries such as Koko Taylor and Buddy
Guy.
"It's so gratifying when people
watch what you're doing and are
happy," says drummer Maccarone.
"We play extremely hard."
The Sidemen will also play at
Springfest '93, sponsored by the Oats
and Krandalls's which will be held at

pm-ll.OOp- m!

Scot Lanes brings you the Red
pm -- 1
pm, win free games!

Pin Special! From

Bcck'tCampgrotHidigacgownighL
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Film: Beauty & The Beast

photo provided by SAB

Toronto's premiere blues band, The Sidemen, win perform at the
Underground tonight beginning at 10pm,

tw

rue

, flY Tl
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Saturday, April 17
LTL SIBS WEEKEND CONTINUES!
It's a zoo! The Columbus Zoo will
entertain and educate you about
animals! They're bringing some
fun and interesting animals along!
pm-- 3 KX) pm
Lowry Patio,
7:30 pm & HttX) pm, Mateer $1
2.-0-0

tv A

Coming to The Wooster Voice April 30
Far Revisited. . One night in the Mold Zone with a band called Phish
II

9.-0-0

st

This Time We've Gone Too

TH

Mulupur-pos- e

I

")

ISlZyml

LMjL22lSg

rTV

I

(Disney's classic has come to
Wooster! This is Disney s crowning achievement and probably the
greatest animated film of all time!"
Jim Svejda, CBS Radio Net
work)
Scot Lanes Blowout! Enjoy
FREE ping pong, bowling, pool
and snacks all for the low, low
cover chargeof $2! 8:30pm-113- 0
am! Don't miss it
44

.

Sunday, April 18
7:30 pm, Mateer, FREE
Classic Film: The Rose Tattoo (A
perceptive Tennessee Williams dra
matizes the turbulent life of a tempestuous window and a simple truck
driver. Castmembers include Anna
Magnani, Burt Lancaster, and Vir
ginia Grey)

Britain Ireland France
Germany Jamaica
Hew Zealand Costa Rica
Councita Work Abroad Program, th
orty one of tte kind. . xut through

tnendUf

CcunsQ Trcucl
8 E. 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-994-06961

Three win streak brings record to

Women's tennis rolling

5-- 5

CHRIS MACKEY
Sports Writer

MEN'S LACROSSE

The Wooster's women's tennis team
elevated its stature in the NCAC by
posting two impressive wins. The
Fighting Scots downed Allegheny 3
and Oberlin
Head coachChris Hart was all smiles
after her squad posted one of the most
impressive and perhaps one of the
most important victories in their history Friday by defeating Allegheny.
Rain caused the match to be moved
indoors, and doubles were played first,
with the Scots taking two of three.
At number one senior Liz Richards
Gina Castro to
teamed with first-ye-

LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-

WOMEN'S TENNIS

ef

5--

When the Fighting Scots men's
lacrosse team left Wooster for Lake
Forest last Friday night, they left with
a dismal 2--5 record after dropping
four in a row to two Division I teams
division III
as well as two top-2- 0
lacrosse powers.
But between Saturday and Wednesday, the Scots evened their record at
5, beating Lake Forest (IL) on Saturday, Nonhwood Institute (MI) on

6-- 3.

5--

y

Sunday, and NCAC competitor
Wittenberg on Wednesday.
For the Scots, "18" was the magic

-

;

ar

beat Kristen Barclay and Kristie

6-4,
Kachuriak
Allegheny evened the score at number two as Wooster sophomores Jill
Chokey and Emily Fortney lost
6-but Wooster went back on top
when first-- year Andi Reinhart and
senior Allison McDowell overpow-

f

-

number, as they defeated Lake Forest

by a score of

18-- 6,

and both

ered Betsy Forbes and Bridget

1 at number three.
Hathaway 6-In singles, Richards beat Barclay
6--3
at number one, but Grabinski
6 at two.
outlasted Castro
was not
singles
third
match
at
The
played because time ran out, but the
fourth, fifth and sixth singles matches
were completed, with the Scots taking
two of the three.
6--3
4-at four.
Reinhart won
won
Wusoo
Gabnele
6--3
at six, but Chokey fell at number
6-6--4,
five
The match was moved inside to the
Wooster Racquet Club because of a 6
pjn. curfew.
Wooster made good use of the time
available, posting four singles victories and two wins in doubles to regis- 3,

2-- 6,

sists, while senior afiarkman Jay

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Senior Chock MaDonaee toes for the ball in a victory over Wittenberg.
Bowling helped out with three goals
and an assist of his own.
The Scots may have been inspired
by the unusually large number of supporters in attendence at last weekend's
away games. "We had a lot of fan
support," stressed Clark.
On Wednesday, the Scots returned
home to take on the Wittenberg Tigers. The Fighting Scots defeated
them soundly by a score of 18--2.
Fust-yemidfielder Jesse Fackert
scored 4 goals for the Scots, while
Bennett added another three. Senior
nudfielderTaie McCoy andRaymond
each dropped in two more goals for
the Soots, white Raymond charted an
ar

impressive six assists.
On the defensive side, first-yegoal tender Brendan Oswald and senior goalie Rob Vosburgh each had
four saves to hold the Tigers at 2
goals. Commenting on the game,
Clark said, We dominated in every
aspect of the game."
The Fighting Scots takes on
Denison on Saturday, April
17at2pjn. According to Clark, if
Wooster gets another win, the Fighting Scots will guarantee a second-plac- e
finish in the NCAC A win on
Saturday is a realistic possibility according to Clark. "We beat them two
years ago," he said.
ar

15th-rank- ed

7-- 5,

2--

first- at tour.

at one. and

Fisher tost
yearr Ward
Wart hi
6
Sophomore Dave Hindle feu
Mike O 'Regan lost
ji
at five and junior
6-- 7,

2-- 6

4-- 6,

3--

3-6,- 4-6.

SpQCSEdilDX

The College of Wooster's men's

tennis team continued its rocky season by dropping three of four matches
this past week. Among the three
k
losses to
defeats were
Ohio Wesleyan, both by the score of
4.
The Scots' record now stands at
8 overall, 0-- 2 in the conference.
Wooster travelled to Oberlin on
Friday to play in the Great Lakes
Tournament, matching the top teams
in the region.
Wooster faced the number two seed
in the tournament, DePauw University, in the first round.
Sophomore Peter James defeated
2 at second while
his opponent 6-junior James Weaver toppled Scott
Campbell
From there things went downhill.
Junior Jason Gindele fell to Peter .
back-to-bac-

5-5--

3.

6-- 2,

6

6-- 3.

6--

This left things uptodouWes, where
Johan NybJura
James and first-yewere up a set and a break before James
went down with a back injury.
The loss moved the Scots to the
loser's bracket, where they defeated
This set up a
Hope College
match with conference rival Ohio
Wesleyan.
ar

5-- 0.

Wooster split the six singles

matches, winning at number three,
four and six. Fisher defeated Mike
and Hindle beat Doug
Uretsky
Caldwell 64. . Sophomore Mark
Hoven played the match of the day,
winning an exciiing three setter against
John Jonesco
This left it up to doubles, where
James and Nyblum were missed.
At number one Weaver and Fisher
fought hard but fell
Second dotitics fared bener as Gindele
7-5,-

6-2

6-4-

7-- 6,

2--

6,

6-- 2.

6-- 7,

7-- 5,

3-- 6.

4.
But the
third and decisive match went to the
Bishops, as they defeated O'Regan
and Hoven 6-The Scots got their rematch against
Ohio Wesleyan on Monday, but met
the same fate, a 4 loss.
Weaver, at number two, avenged
).
6
Saturday's loss 7. 6-Hindte continued to win at number
four, downing Urctsky
"I've stepped up as a singles player.
I've stepped up to the challenge of
playing number four," said Hindle.
Gindele was a loser at number one,
Fisher lost at number
falling
0--6
and O'Regan fell at
three
Hoven once
number five
again played an exciting match at six,
but fell this time
the Scots needed to win
Down
all three doubles. At one, Gindele and
6-Weaver and
Hindle won 6-O'Regan were victorious at number
6-but the team of
two. 4,
Max Van Mil
Hoven and first-yefell easily

and Hindle won

f6,

1-6,-

3.

5--

3.

7-- 5,

2-- 6,

1--

(9-7-

6-- 3.

6.

3-- 6.

6-- 3,

5-- 7,

4-- 2,

4,

6--

7--

6.

3-- 6,

3.

4-- 6,

4,

ar

3-- 6,

1--

6.

6,

3.

7-- 5,

Next, Reinhart and McDowell

slipped past Anna Studebaker and
4 at number
Charlotte Grant
three.
Wooster's only doubles loss came
at number two where Fortney and
Chokey were beaten by Shannon
Huddleston and Gabrielle Zadra.
"The match was closer than the
overall score would indicate," Hart
said. "All three doubles matches were
very close, and by winning two of
three, we gained important momentum going into singles."
In singles, Richards led off with a
triumph over Kangatnumber
one. Castro's match with Hanson at
number two was suspended in the
middle of the second set after Castro
but Fortney
had won the first 6-completed hex match at number three
singles, beating Studebaker 6-The match at fourth singles between Reinhart and Grant was not
played, but the Scots managed to
squeeze in the fifth and sixth singles
matches, and they won both.
At number five, Chokey powered
herway past Alex McGinley 6-- 6-andWilscaoverwbelmed Sandy Tsao
6--1
6-at number six.
proud
of this team," said Hart.
Tin
"Everyone contributed, and even the
three matches we lost were very close
and extremely well played."
7-- 6,

6-1,6-

6--

-1

4,

2,

2-- 6.

6-- 1.

3,

The Fighting Scots will host

Wittenberg Saturday.

Join The Wooster Voicel
Applications arc now being accepted
for the 1993-9- 4 staff.
Positions available include Assistant Editor, Managing
Editor, Business Manager, Advertising Manager, Circulation Manager, Computer Manager, Production Manager,
Chief Staff Writer, News Editor, Feature Editor, Arts and
Entertainment Editor, Sports writers, Photo Editor, Chief
Photographer, Cartoonists, Columnists, Copy Editors
and Staff writers.
Assistants and staffs for many of the positions listed
above are available. Other positions will also be considered.
Please submit cover letter and re" sume" to Judy Nichols at
by today. Any questions should be referred to
Judy Nichols at extension 3862.
C-23- 70

0,

2,

6-3.

5--

1--

7--

ar

The Wooster Voice

6-- 2.

6--

7-- 5,

6-- 4,

continues for men's tennis
Rocky season FnrWn
PETER JAMES

6--

6-- 3,

attackman Tom Bennett provided the
Scots with four goals and three as-

MEN'S TENNIS

6-- 2,

3,

Against the Foresters, senior

Dave Brewster and Frank KnutL
Easter Sunday found the Fighting
Scots in Midland, MI playing against
Nonhwood. At the half, the Scots led
14-- 1.
"We played really well," Clark
said. In the second half, Clark made
several substitutions, allowing more
members of the team to play. "Everyone got in," he said.
Playing particularly well for the
Scots was Brewster, who had three
goals and four assists. Bennett added
another four goals and an assist, and

3.

3-- 6,

Nonhwood Institute and Wittenberg
with scores of 18--2 in each game.
"It was a real long weekend," stated
Head Coach Tim Clark. He added
that at Lake Forest, "We faced a zone
defense for the first time."

Raymond scored another four goals
and got two assists to help carry the
Scots toward their eventual victory.
Also playing well for the Scots
were midfielders Jay Bowling and

6--

5-- 7,

Because of the time restrictions,
doubles matches were played first
Senior Liz Richards and first-yeGina Castro set the tone for Scots by
edging Helen Kang and Greta Hanson
6-- 4
at number one doubles.
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Questionable calls mark

5-- 5
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Scots set two school records
tie at
Akron Invitational

BASEBALL
OUTDOOR TRACK

EMILY LYONS
Staff Writer

PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer

The tension was high this past Friday when the Fighting Scot baseball
traveled to Canton to
team (12-5-face the Pioneers of Malone College.
The game ended in a 5 tie after
nine innings, but not without its share
of injuries and questionable calls.
Malone, the number one team in
the NAIA conference within Ohio
boasted an 18--1 record coming into
this game and was determined to defend it. Wooster has won the last eight
meetings between the two teams.
Their Malone's coach has never
lost to one team that many times in a
row. They were ready to play and so
were we," said Wooster head coach
1)

5--

non-scori-ng

TimPettorinL
The scoring began in the second
inning on a double by sophomore
Matt Palm that scored junior second
baseman Matt Vinckr from second

i

'

.

.

base.

A sacrifice bunt by senior right
fielder Matt Yates scored Palm and
plated trie second Scot run. Wooster

I

scored again in the fourth when
Vincler, who went 4--4 on the day,
crossed the plate on a sacrifice fly by
senior cadxr Mark Mc Kinney. Then
: ..
the trouble began,. ,

.

jyimmcf lhcvscthianiflg
the' Pioneers had the bases loaded

0-fccr-

-

-

-

-

-

r

-.

i

.-

frn

when on a single to right, the runner
on third scored arid the man on second
rounded thirdandheadedfbrthepla&
The relay came from Yates to junior
first baseman Chris Gngolani to
McKmney at home. Mc Kinney
turned toward third to complete the
play and was charged at the plate and
knocked unconscious. The runner
was called out and ejected from the
game fix failing to slide.
McKmney 's injury was followed
by a series of questionable calls that
potentially cost the Scots the game.
In the. ninth inning, senior third
baseman Erik Hagen singled down
the first base line to score sophomore
Terry Gladis. Gladis had scored and
Hagen had reached second before the
ball, which appeared to be fair, was
.called foul by the home plate umpire.
Hagen returned to the plate and was
walked.
On a double by Gngolani. Hagen
beadedforhome, slid, and was called
out Again the call was late and
questionable. That would have been

KJi txjv

Jr-- M

y
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The College of Wooster's track
teams celebrated the return of springlike weather to Ohio by setting two
school records at the
Akron Invitational Saturday.
"This was an exciting meet for both
teams," said head coach Dennis Rice.
"Everyone competed in their primary
events, and I'm extremely pleased
with the efforts that were put forth by
both teams, especially since we went
up against some tough Division I
schools."
In the women's 4x800 relay, the
first running event of the day, Wooster
blazed toaschool record and a victory
withatimeof 9:4 1.76. The new mark,
which shattered the previous record
(10KJ8) by almost27 seconds, was set
by juniors Emily Moorefield and
Sandy Clark, and seniors Barbara
Thompson and Marya Cross.
The combination of the victory
and the record resulted from a great
effort by these four women," said
Rice.
Also standing out for the women's
team was sophomore thrower Michele
Alviti, who, after an uncharacteristiy
cally
in inesnot-pu-t, came
win
the javehn with a school
'back to
record throw of 109-"Michele really put together a remarkable performance, especially
among a field of mostly Division I
women." said Rice. "Her hard work
during the indoor season is really starting to pay off."
Wooster's women posted one other
first-plafinish, and that was turned
in by Claire Roberts in the
dash. Roberts, a junior, came from
behind to win with a time of 59 .6.
"Claire has been one of our most
consistent runners this season," said
Rice. "For her to do so well today is
just excellent, tier atxury k puu
through in big meets like this one is
tremendous."
The Fighting Scots' other relay
teams also did well on Saturday, as
off-da-

1.

photo by JOSH FAGANS

First year pitcher Nick Donatelli started his first regular season game
on Tuesday. Donatelli gave up only one hit while striking out seven for
the Scots, who defeated Oberlin 15-"

0.

the winning run for the Scots.
We weren't asking for breaks, just
the right calls," Pettorini said.
Stiorig pitching perfermances were
turned in by senior starter John
and relievers junior
Ramsier (4-Barry Craddock and first-yeBrian Makowski
n
The atmosphere was much
Tuesday wrientheScots Wanked
the Yeomen of Oberlin College 15-Wooster scored eight runs in the first
inning thanks io doubles by Vincler
and sophornore catcher Sean Flynn,
1)

lett-hand-

ar

er

diffex-emo-

0.

and a solo homerun by junior

oenterfielder John Tomlinson.
First-yeNick Donatelli pitched
well for the Scots in bis first regular
ar

Jt Jt

season start, aDowingonly one hit and
striking out seven. Strong relief performances came from sophomore
Brian Purvis and junior Brett Beech.
When asked to comment on the
game Coach Pettorini said, "Nick got
to start and pitched weQ, and everybody got to play."
This weekend the Scots travel to.
Gambier for three games against conference rival Kenyan.

ce

400-met- er

Spend the summer in GREECE and TURKEY
with WOOSTER IN GREECE
June 19 to August

1993

On-sit-e
program of study and traveL Includes visits to
major archaeological sites, monuments and museums
throughout Greece and Turkey: Athens, Crete and the
Greek Islands, Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Istanbul.

mmmmmmmm

This week's question is:
Who is the last baseball player to amass 400 or more total bases in a
i?

Each week the Sports Editors offer you, the reader, the opportunity to win

$5. AnvouhavetodoisbethefimtocantreVo

See Professor Thomas Falkner

Dept. of Classical Studies
Kauke 203, ext 2320

fifth-pla- ce

MeghanDwontte
Jose Sharks.

the San

er

ce

fifth-pla- ce

fifth-pla- ce

first-pla-

ce

4.-06-2

56-1-

fifth-pla- ce
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ar

All-Oh- io

meet"

Wooster will prepare for the
Championship with a meet at
Oberlin on Friday.

All-Oh- io

ALASKA SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries.

Fjtti SfiOOZweek in canneries or

inonui on fishing boats. Freel
transporunont Room & board! uver

$4,000

8.000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or female. For
employment program call
ext. A5562
5-4155

APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL301993

ce

(17-4.75-

1-206-54-

the correct answer, and you win the cash prize. Lxavearriessageif nobody

Two courses for credit:
THE MONUMENTS AND HISTORY OF GREECE
THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT AND BYZANTINE GREECE

born the4x 100and4x400 relay teams
finishes. The
picked up fourth-plac- e
4x100, which was made up of Roberts, seniors Krista Hkks and Tammy
Berger, and junior Shannon O'Neill,
finished in 502 seconds, while the
foursome of Moorefield, Thompson,
Roberts and O'Neill cruised to a time
of 4:09.47 in the4x400.
Other noteworthy performances
by Berger in the
included a
);
a thud-plalong jump
finish by Moorefield in the 1500-metand
run (4:51.1); third-plafinishes by O'Neill in the
200 (26.12) and 100 (12.3) meter
dashes, respectively; and a
showing by Clark in the 800 (2:30.9).
Wooster's" men, despite not pickfinishes, had
ing up any
several outstanding performances.
Seniors Jason Kelley and Jason
Hudson set the pace for the Scots.
to
Kelley reeled off a time of
take second in the 1500, while Hudson
grabbed a dose second in the 800
withatimeof 1:58.6
Kelley and Hudson later teamed up
with senior Dan Dickey and sophomore Pieter Salverda to take fourth
place in the 4x800 meter relay (8.02).
"Both Jasons ran great times in
their individual events," said Rice.
"Hudson also got things going for us
m the relay by leading off with a 1:56
split, while Kelley capped die relay
off with a 1:58 split"
Senior Brian Gallagher also had a
good day as he threw the javelin 1 0
to capture third in the event
"Brian's making a real strong comeback from a back injury that forced
him to miss the entire indoor season,"
said Rice. "By the way he performed
today and in the last couple meets, I'd
say ma he's ready to jump right back
to where he left off last year."
Several other fine finishes were
turned in for the men, including a
finish in the steeple chase
by senior Steve McMillan (10:20); a
sixth-plaeffort in the 5000 byjun-inr Wheeler Snauldins (15:45): a
fcrtr-plac- e
Brush
sophornore L)an
Hawes in the 400 (50 J); and a sixth-ju-st
place showing in the pole vault by
first-yeMatt Jarusinski (12-0lJke the women, our men also did
a fine job today," said Rice. "The
men's competition was tough, but I
was still impressed by our performances. Now is the time when we
really need to start gearing up for the
Meet and the conference

.
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Second day heroics raises golf to fifth in tourney

.1

MARK HUGH
Staff Writer
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The College of Wooster golf team
proved thatit belongs with the elite of
Division 111 golf teams with two
impressive outings during the last
week. The Scots finished a respectable fifth place m the Wooster Invitational and sixth in the Indiana University of Pennsylvania Invitational.
Wooster hosted the 24th annual
Golf Invitational which fielded an
impressive 19 learn field. Two of the
other colleges which were participating were three time champion Slippery Rock University and defending
chakxifor two years running. Ohio
Wesleyan.
tournament took place
This
at the Wooster Country Club on the
first day and continued the following
day at L.C Boles Memorial Golf
Course.
The first day turned out to be anything but fantastic for the Wooster
team. They struggled in the rainy
weather and could only manage a
first-da- y
score of 326.
One person who was not affected
by the inclement weather was senior
Randy Pins, who fired a steady score
of 78. But Pitts was the only Wooster
player able to shoot in the 70's. Asa
result Wooster was in eleventh place,
27 strokes behind the leader after the
first day of competition.
The top of the leader board showed
some familiar faces after the first day,
with Ohio Wesleyan leading and Slippery Rock University close behind in
fourth. But, the College of Wooster is
fast becoming famous for their second day heroics, and this time would
be no exception.
L.C Boles, the College's modest
course that provides link challenge to
most golfers, proved very challenging on the second day.
Many of the other team's golfers
had little or no experience playing this
course, which features many blind
greens
approach shots and
which were shaved extra close just for
this special occasion.
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RESULTS
BASEBALL

Wooer5.M4oM5(ne)
Waxier

15, Obertia

0

GOLF

5th U Woortrr Invite
6th U IUP Invile
MEN'S LACROSSE
18. Lake Feral 6
18. Nonhwood but 2
18, Winenberj 2

Wootcr
Wonier
Woofer

ultra-slop-

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Wower 16.Erihm 14
Wooikt 13.0WU5
Woofcr 16.0baiia 10

ed

Mother nature also was having fun
that day, adding strong winds that
seemed to play havoc with everyone's
shots.
Wooster would not be deterred and
came out firing an impressive score of
310 for a two day total of 636.
Pitts once again lead the Scots on
the comeback, firing a 74 with first-yeGary Nye and sophornore Ken
Glide both shooting 78's. On a day
when most teams were just hoping to
ar

shootmumid-righties,fourWoost-

er

players shot in the seventies. As a
result Wooster jumped from eleventh
place to a respectable fifth place tie
with Olivet.
Wooster's incredible comeback,
however, was not good enough to
catch Glenville State, which bolted
past Ohio Wesleyan for the first place
finish.
Other top five finishers were Ohio

1:1

Wesleyan(609),Otterbein(624),and
Slippery Rock University (625).
According to Slippery Rock golfer
Rob VoJtz, This course played so
tough today that bogey was a good
score on most holes. Just look at some
of the scores being turned in. These
are college level golfers shooting in
the 90's and a few over 100. This is
definitely a course I will not want to
see again anytime soon."
He is not the only golfer who will
have nightmares, thinking
ing to L.C Boles.

of return.

.

As John Carroll golfer Paul
Voinovich explained,"! came in here
thinking I was going to shoot between
74 and 77, but after my fourth three
puttl was satisfied with an 86."
This tournament definitely showed
how important putting and chipping
is in the game of golf, and it so happens these are two things Wooster
does especially welL
Wooster hoped to carry their
mo-mentu-

m

iruourUPIrmtationaL This

tournament featured teams from Slippery Rock, LUP, Allegheny, and a
guest from the Big Ten: Penn State.

photo by PAUL BORDEN

Sophomore Ken Gude tees off during the Scots second day comeback.
le
format of this invitational certainly did not suit Wooster's
comeback style, but the team played
well enough to finish in sixth place
out of the sixteen team field.
Team leader Pins shot a score of 76
and strong newcomer Gary Nye's 77
paced Wooster's attack, which turned
in a team total of 3 17. But it wasn't
enough as Perm State ran away with a
first place score of 299.

The

18-ho-

MEN'S TENNIS
DcPauw 5. Wocww 2
Woow 5. Hope 0

Wood leads Wooster on three-gam- e

OWU5.Woofcx4

JENLAVRIS
Staff Writer

OWU5,Woh4

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Wooir 5. Allegheny 3
Woobict 6. Obertia 3

The Fighting Scot women's lacrosse team has won its last three
games, surpassing last year's
record.
They opened the three game winning streak on April 8 with a 4
win against Earlham College.
The Scots got off to a quick start
when Meg Wood scored a goal early
in the first half. Wood had three
more goals before the half was over,
and added three more in the second
half to bring her total to seven. At
the half, Wooster led Earlham
Tammy Barnes added
four goals of her own in the first half,
and scored two in the second.
Senior Kathy Wheat started the
scoring in the second half with her
first goal of the season, while junior
Delia Hoye added two goals, one of
Liz
which was assisted by first-yeless-than-impres-

QUOTE OF
THE WEEK

16-1-

Testa Vcrd looks VOu a quar-

terback, acta Bke a quarter-bacand even talks Bkc a
quarterback. But, be's got
Lb heart of a placekkker.

k,

9-- 6.

Co-capta-

49trs

cor Mr back

McDonald.

Tim

score 2 at the half.
Conrad and Wheat each added
one goal in the first half . while Wood
had two more. In the second half
Wood opened up the scoring, but
Wesleyan added two goals in the
middle of the period before Wooster
8--

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

in

ar

sive

Conrad. Goalie Brynn Mifflin faced
29 shots and made 11 saves.

The Scots then faced Ohio

Wesleyan at Wooster. and pulled
together for a spectacular 1 5 win.
Mifflin did an outstanding job in
the net She made 12 saves, while
facing 19 shots, showing her strongest performance yet this season.
Sophomore Shannon Burke began
the scoring in the first half, with a
pass from Wood Wood then added
her first goal of the game to make the
score
Ohio Wesleyan jumped back after
Wood's goal with their own goal,
but was silenced by goals from
Kris Morris, and first-yeBrunk.
Emily
Wesleyan then added their only
other goal of the first half, while
Wooster kept on scoring to make the
3--

2-- 0.

co-capt-ain

ar

answered back with three more goals:
one by Wheat, and two more by

Wood.
Wesleyan scored their fifth and
final goal with 1 26 left in the game,
but Wooster was determined to have
the last goal which was scored by
Hoye. her second of the game.
Wooster's most recent game ended
with a 0 win against Oberlin on
this past Tuesday. The Scots were
once again led in scoring by Barnes,
who had eight goals, and Wood who
had seven.
Oberlin started off the scoring, but
Wood made her first goal on a free
position shot soon after. Oberlin
then took the lead, by scoring three
16-1-

This was Perm State's first victory
at the invitational since 1988. But, an
interesting aside was the sudden play-

off between LUP and Slippery Rock
for second place. The playoff only
went for two boles before Slippery
Rock was able to defeat I.UP.

Other top finishers were

Westminster (3 10), Allegheny (313),
and Edinboro, which tied Wooster for
sixth.

streak
unanswered goals, until Hoye

re-

ed ved a pass from Morris and scored.

Oberlin came right back with a quick
goal. Barnes scored her first goal of
the game with 1 1 minutes left in the
first half, then Wood added a free
position goal, and Barnes ended
wooster's first half scoring on a shot
which was assisted by Wood.
Oberlin then added a late goal to take
a one goal lead at the half, 6-The second half was definitely
stronger offensively for the Scots,
with ten goals scored against only
four goals for Oberlin. Barnes had
six goals, while Wood added three,
and Laura Slingluff and Liz Conrad
each added one. In goal, Mifflin too
was stronger the second half and
faced 33 shots while making 18
5.

saves.

The improved Fighting Scots hope
to continue their winning streak when
they play Wittenberg at
Saturday at home.
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